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InSpec® 2-component pouches (burstable)
Instructions for application preparation

Saturated mop coversSaturated cleaning wipes

2-component pouches with wipes (15 pieces) have two, those with 
mop covers (2 pieces) have three inner sections, 195 ml, i.e. 390 ml 
ready-to-use solution.

This innovative dosage form guarantees wiping and product effi cacy over 
the entire shelf life (12 to 24 months).

Until the time of use, the wipes and mop covers are sterile. 
The product should be used within a normal cleanroom working time (wi-
pes max. 10 hrs. / mop covers max. 2 hrs.).

Any combination of biocidal or sporicidal ready-to-use solutions is 
an ideal partner for rotational disinfection.

InSpec™ Burstable Pouches are manufactured according to GMP 
in an ISO 14644-1 Class 6 cleanroom. The products are fi lled and 
sealed in an ISO 14644-1 Class 5 environment.

Each pouch is delivered in two separate, fully sealed, fl exible PE 
pouches for aseptic cleanroom transfer.

Always wear suitable gloves, 
goggles or face protection 

and an appropriate clothing.

Always read the label and the 
safety data sheet before use.

Safe application:Safe application:

Put the 2-component pouch on a hard steady horizontal
surface (label face up).

Flatten the liquid sections to ensure the preparation is 
transferred to the wipes section.

With outer packaging still in place, roll the pouch
from the liquid section outer edge and apply pressure 
to force liquid across the burstable barrier to saturate 
the wipes.

Wait for 1 minute, then remove the transparent outer bag 
and access the wipes.
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To access the wipes, peel the pouch open at one 
of the outer wipes‘ section ends of the pouch.
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Use within one cycle (max. 10 hours), 
cover if necessary.
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Place the 2-component pouch on a fl at surface and roll up 
the right liquid section, then hold it fi rmly with one hand and 
press it with the other hand downwards, around the inner 
pouch section 1 to make it bursts open. Press out the content 
completely.

To ensure maximum fl ow of the biocide to the mop cover 
side, roll and compress the liquid side of the pouch to force 
all the liquid into the section with the mop covers.

Open the section with the mop covers using the tear notch 
to pull them out. Use them within a maximum of 2 hours.

Turn the pouch upside down – the back is facing you – 
and roll up the remaining right-hand fl uid section.
Hold it with one hand and press it with the other hand 
downwards, so that the inner pouch section 2 bursts open. 
Press out the content completely.

Leave fl at for one minute so that the biocide can completely 
saturate the two mop covers.

Attach the mop cover on the mop 
head: it is ready for action.
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